USS GENEVA MISSION TRANSCRIPT - 10601.20


Last time on Geneva...

"I'm sorry sirs, I know its not possible, but there is absolutely nothing."

ACTD Proudly Presents...

The Missing, Part II - 10601.20

=/\==/\==/\=RESUME MISSION=/\==/\==/\=

ATO_Ens_Phaser says:
:: at tactical watching the view screen closely for any threats ::
XO_Taal says:
::stands up and looks around the bridge::
CNS_Cmdr_Bauer says:
::At a station on the bridge - Standing room only::
XO_Taal says:
CNS: Counselor, you're with me.
ATO_Ens_Phaser says:
XO: Sir, there is nothing on the board that poses a threat at this time.
CNS_Cmdr_Bauer says:
XO: Aye, Sir.
XO_Taal says:
ATO/FCO/CMO: Ensign, Lieutenant, Kazue...
CSO_Ens_Quinnis says:
::sitting at Science Station 1::
FCO_Lt_Williams says:
::in his seat at the helm:: CNS: Yes, sir. ::turns to look in CNS direction::
CMO_LtJG_Kimura says:
::turns to Taal, nodding::
CO_Shras says:
ATO: Standard procedure in this kind of situation, maintain yellow alert.
CSO_Ens_Quinnis says:
::still sees nothing on scanners::
XO_Taal says:
::exits the bridge and heads for the transporter room::
ATO_Ens_Phaser says:
::straightens up and smiles: :CO: Maintaining sir.
CNS_Cmdr_Bauer says:
::Signs off console. Moves and follows the Commander::
ATO_Ens_Phaser says:
::assigns her station to another tac officer and follows the XO ::
XO_Taal says:
ALL: We will require environmental suits. Suit up.
FCO_Lt_Williams says:
::ensures ship is in correct orbit, engages autopilot and stands and moves to follow CNS::
CSO_Ens_Quinnis says:
::watches the Away Team depart::
ATO_Ens_Phaser says:
XO: Standard issue sidearms, sir?
XO_Taal says:
::enters the transporter room::
CMO_LtJG_Kimura says:
::enters the transporter room behind Taal and moves to the EVA suit locker, choosing one in her size::
XO_Taal says:
ATO: Yes, Ensign. ALL: Set phasers to stun setting.
CSO_Ens_Quinnis says:
::returns focus back to boring scanners::
FCO_Lt_Williams says:
::makes way to equipment area and suits up, collects standard away team issue equipment and phaser::
CNS_Cmdr_Bauer says:
::In transporter room suits up into an EVA. Goes to check out a standard phaser::
CO_Shras says:
CSO: Monitor fdor any transmission or incoming ship
ATO_Ens_Phaser says:
:: pulls out an EVA suit and slips it on, then opens the weapons locker and passes out phasers to the team ::
CSO_Ens_Quinnis says:
CO: Aye sir.
XO_Taal says:
::puts on an Environmental Suit and checks the settings::
CMO_LtJG_Kimura says:
::takes off her boots, pulls her hair into a quick ponytail and steps into her suit::
XO_Taal says:
::steps onto the transporter pad::
CNS_Cmdr_Bauer says:
::Gets standard supply kit, tricorder and other good stuff::
FCO_Lt_Williams says:
::once suited up, makes way to transporter pad and awaits rest of team::
CSO_Ens_Quinnis says:
::begins to check all frequencies::
ATO_Ens_Phaser says:
:: steps up onto the pad and waits ::
CNS_Cmdr_Bauer says:
::Checks gear on the teleporter pad::
XO_Taal says:
ALL: Are we ready to go?
CMO_LtJG_Kimura says:
::hops onto the transporter pad:: XO: Ready, sir.
ATO_Ens_Phaser says:
XO: Ready Commander.
CNS_Cmdr_Bauer says:
XO: Ready Sir. ALL: Its gonna be cold down there.
XO_Taal says:
*CO*: Captain, we are ready to transport.
CMO_LtJG_Kimura says:
CNS: Ooh, and ice planet, huh? This'll be fun! ::smiles as she turns down her visor::
ATO_Ens_Phaser says:
:: holds her phaser in position, just in case ::
CNS_Cmdr_Bauer says:
CMO: Brrrrr!
CSO_Ens_Quinnis says:
CO: Away Team is ready for transport sir.
CNS_Cmdr_Bauer says:
::Prepares for dematerialization::
ATO_Ens_Phaser says:
:: is getting impatient to beam down ::
CO_Shras says:
CSO: Understood, tell them to take care
CSO_Ens_Quinnis says:
*XO*: Energizing sir.  ::Slides the controls::

ACTION: THE AWAY TEAM DEMATERIALIZES AND REMATERIALIZES ON THE FROZEN PLANET.

ACTION: VIGILANT SENSORS DETECT A VESSEL ENTERING THE SYSTEM AT HIGH WARP.

ATO_Ens_Phaser says:
@::materializes on the planet and immediately goes into defensive mode  phaser raised::
FCO_Lt_Williams says:
@::looks around at local area, phaser out and ready::
CSO_Ens_Quinnis says:
CO: All members made it to the surface sir.
CMO_LtJG_Kimura says:
@ALL: I should have brought some snow skiis if I knew we'd need 'em... ::takes out her tricorder and starts scanning::
CNS_Cmdr_Bauer says:
@::Checks to be sure he's all there on the planet. It is very bright, here::
XO_Taal says:
@::takes out his tricorder, the weather is too cold for his preference::
CSO_Ens_Quinnis says:
CO: Sir, theres a vessel entering the system at high warp.
ATO_Ens_Phaser says:
@ :: moves out a ways to set a perimeter line ::
CSO_Ens_Quinnis says:
::runs some more complex scans::
CMO_LtJG_Kimura says:
@ALL: So what are we looking for?
ATO_Ens_Phaser says:
@XO: All clear so far Commander.
CNS_Cmdr_Bauer says:
@::Scanning area for life signs::
XO_Taal says:
@CMO: We are looking for evidence of anything.
ATO_Ens_Phaser says:
@::bends down to examine the surface ::
CIV_Azanna says:
#::runs some quick scans on the Federation ship::
XO_Taal says:
@::puts away his tricorder::
CMO_LtJG_Kimura says:
@XO: Well, I'm reading a lot of frozen Hydrogen 2 Oxygen... regular unbreathable atmospheric gases...
CNS_Cmdr_Bauer says:
@::All he sees is ice, snow and blinding bright light from the suns.  Tricorder reads "nothing"::
XO_Taal says:
@ALL: Alright... let's go this way... ::points in an arbitrary direction::
XO_Taal says:
@::starts walking in the deep snow::
CSO_Ens_Quinnis says:
::discovers the vessel to be the Bebop::
CNS_Cmdr_Bauer says:
@::Follows behind Taal::
CMO_LtJG_Kimura says:
@::crunches along in the snow with the rest, her medikit slung on her back::
ATO_Ens_Phaser says:
@ :: nods to Taal and heads in the direction the Commander indicates ::

@ACTION: DOCTOR KIMURA GETS SNOW IN HER BOOTS.

CNS_Cmdr_Bauer says:
@ALL: Not even a penguin welcome wagon.
CSO_Ens_Quinnis says:
CO: Captain, I've identified the vessel.  It is the Bebop and Ms. Grey is aboard.
CIV_Azanna says:
# COM: Vigilant: Well howdy strrangerrs!
XO_Taal says:
@CNS: Counselor?
ATO_Ens_Phaser says:
@ :: grins inside her helmet at the counselor's comment ::
CMO_LtJG_Kimura says:
@::feels the coldness beginning to seep into her boots:: XO: Uh-oh... I've got snow in my boots...
CO_Shras says:
CSO: What?
CNS_Cmdr_Bauer says:
@XO: Yes, Sir?
XO_Taal says:
@CNS: Penguin welcome wagon?
CSO_Ens_Quinnis says:
CO: The Bebop sir.  Ms. Grey's vessel. She is now hailing us.
CNS_Cmdr_Bauer says:
@XO: Just thinking outloud, Commander. I just meant....no one is here.
CMO_LtJG_Kimura says:
@::hopes this mission doesn't take too long, she doesn't want to get frostbite::
XO_Taal says:
@CNS: Fascinating...
FCO_Lt_Williams says:
@::moves off with rest of team, continues to scan as I go::
CEO_Lt_L`Koreck says:
::is working diligently on the project::
CIV_Azanna says:
# ::shakes her head and takes another sip of whiskey, singing off-key to the loud rock music playing in the Bebop's cockpit::
CNS_Cmdr_Bauer says:
@XO: Why this direction, Mr. Taal? 
ATO_Ens_Phaser says:
@ :: keeps an eye on their direction ::
CO_Shras says:
CSO: What does she wants?
XO_Taal says:
@CNS: I am right handed, Counselor.
CSO_Ens_Quinnis says:
COM: Bebop: This is Ensign Quinnis, state your business.
CMO_LtJG_Kimura says:
@::laughs at Taal's comment::
CNS_Cmdr_Bauer says:
@XO: That sounds....logical, Sir. ::Smiles at the wonder that is Taal::
CIV_Azanna says:
#COM:Vigilant: Quinnis! What's going on?

@ACTION: TRICORDERS PICK UP A BLIP BEFORE IT DISAPPEARS.

CMO_LtJG_Kimura says:
@CNS: Well, you know Zach, any direction is better than standing around becoming icicles--oh! Hey, there was something on my tricorder!
XO_Taal says:
@::continues walking::
CSO_Ens_Quinnis says:
COM: Bebop: ::whispers:: We can't chat.  ::brings voice back up:: Please state your business.
XO_Taal says:
@::stops at the mention of something on a tricorder::
ATO_Ens_Phaser says:
@ :: hears the doctor and checks her readings as well ::
CMO_LtJG_Kimura says:
@XO: Taal, hold on... I just got something....
CNS_Cmdr_Bauer says:
@CMO: Walking is good.
ATO_Ens_Phaser says:
@XO: I'm reading negative Commander.
CNS_Cmdr_Bauer says:
@::Stops::
CIV_Azanna says:
#COM: Vigilant: Umm...business....I was worried about you guys, alrright.
CMO_LtJG_Kimura says:
@XO: But it's gone now... I swear I saw something...
CMO_LtJG_Kimura says:
@ALL: Did anyone else see it?
FCO_Lt_Williams says:
@All: Let's head that way and check it out.
CNS_Cmdr_Bauer says:
@CMO: I saw it to. ::Taps the side of tricorder, like its busted or something::
CSO_Ens_Quinnis says:
COM: Bebop: ::whispers:: Request to beam over. ::brings tone back up:: Thanks for your concern.  Captain Shras would like to know your business.
FCO_Lt_Williams says:
@All: We have nothing else to go on at this point.
CNS_Cmdr_Bauer says:
@ALL: I can't get it back.
XO_Taal says:
@FCO: Good idea, Lieutenant.
XO_Taal says:
@CMO: Which way?
ATO_Ens_Phaser says:
@:: fiddles with the tricorder settings ::
CIV_Azanna says:
#COM: Vigilant: Umm, lessee...I'm frreelance...do a little bounty-hunting on the side...it's dangerrous, but I do alrright, you know.

@ACTION: ENSIGN PHASER DETECTS MORE THAN A BLIP NOW ON THE INTERPHASIC FREQUENCIES.

CMO_LtJG_Kimura says:
@XO: Um... Looks like it was coming from over there. ::points in the closest approximate direction::
CSO_Ens_Quinnis says:
CO: Captain, Ms. Grey would like to come aboard.
FCO_Lt_Williams says:
@::begins to head in the direction indicated by CMO::
ATO_Ens_Phaser says:
@ :: raises her hand :: All: Hey I just picked up something..it's strange....not on the usual frequencies.
FCO_Lt_Williams says:
@::stops::
XO_Taal says:
@::stops again and looks at the Ensign::
CO_Shras says:
CSO: Granted, and bring her to the bridge
CSO_Ens_Quinnis says:
::Quinnis chuckles at Grey's joke::
XO_Taal says:
@ATO: What do you have?
CEO_Lt_L`Koreck says:
::finishes up and begins her hourly diagnostics::
CSO_Ens_Quinnis says:
CO: Aye sir.
ATO_Ens_Phaser says:
@XO: Commander, it's registering something in the interphasic frequencies.
FCO_Lt_Williams says:
@::look at my own tricorder to see if I am picking up anything::
ATO_Ens_Phaser says:
@XO: Like it's not really there, but it is.
CSO_Ens_Quinnis says:
COM: Bebop: Ms. Grey, please stand by for transport.
CMO_LtJG_Kimura says:
@::changes the settings on her tricorder to interphasic::
XO_Taal says:
@ALL: Program your tricorders to scan for interphasic frequencies.
CIV_Azanna says:
#COM: Vigilant: What now?
CSO_Ens_Quinnis says:
COM: Bebop: Stand by for transport.
XO_Taal says:
@*CO*: Commander Taal to Captain Shras.
CSO_Ens_Quinnis says:
COM: Bebop: Energizing.
CNS_Cmdr_Bauer says:
@::Adjusts tricorder::
CIV_Azanna says:
#::makes sure she has her stuff::
CO_Shras says:
*XO*: Listening commander
CEO_Lt_L`Koreck says:
::humming a Klingon opera as she works::
ATO_Ens_Phaser says:
@ :: continues to fine tune the frequency :: CNS: Do you have it Counselor?
CSO_Ens_Quinnis says:
::slides the controls and beams Grey directly to the Bridge::
CMO_LtJG_Kimura says:
@::crunches up next to Taal and checks the direction from there::
CIV_Azanna says:
::materializes patting her coat and looks around::
XO_Taal says:
@*CO*: Captain, Ensign Phaser found something on the Interphasic Frequencies. I'm sending you the configuration from our tricorder now. ::presses a button::
XO_Taal says:
@*CO*: We are going to investigate the area further.
CNS_Cmdr_Bauer says:
@ATO: Yes, I just got it. What do you suppose it is?
CO_Shras says:
*XO*: Alright, we will investigate more on this frequency
CIV_Azanna says:
::pulls out a small PADD and taps on it:: Self: therre we go.
XO_Taal says:
@*CO*: Taal out.
CEO_Lt_L`Koreck says:
::watches her diaganostics as a light goes red::  Self: Now what?
CSO_Ens_Quinnis says:
CIV: Welcome to the Vigilant Ms. Grey
CEO_Lt_L`Koreck says:
::her hands fly over the console and corrects the problem::
ATO_Ens_Phaser says:
@CNS: I have no idea, but I bet it spells trouble with a capital T. :: smiles ::
XO_Taal says:
@::studies the tricorder::
CIV_Azanna says:
CSO: Hey Quinnis!
FCO_Lt_Williams says:
@::makes adjustments to tricorder and commences to scan::
XO_Taal says:
@ALL: Let us investigate it further.
CNS_Cmdr_Bauer says:
@ATO: That's a given.
XO_Taal says:
@::walks in the direction of the readings::
CMO_LtJG_Kimura says:
@::follows the XO, her eyes glued to the tricorder::
ATO_Ens_Phaser says:
@XO: I urge caution sir. This could be a trap.
CEO_Lt_L`Koreck says:
::looks at the new arrival with a look of disgust::
FCO_Lt_Williams says:
@::moves off in direction of readings::
CSO_Ens_Quinnis says:
::antennae raise:: CIV: Ms. Grey, please meet our new CEO... um... CEO: I don't believe we've met?
CNS_Cmdr_Bauer says:
@::Follows in the new direction, keeping an eye on his tricorder::
XO_Taal says:
@ATO: I was thinking the same thing.
CIV_Azanna says:
CEO: Klingon? Hey, I have good frriends who arre Klingon....you want some good bloodwine, you come see me, alrright?
CEO_Lt_L`Koreck says:
::looks up:: CSO: No we have not met.  I am called L'Koreck.
CSO_Ens_Quinnis says:
CEO: I am Quinnis.  What house may I ask?
CEO_Lt_L`Koreck says:
::looks at the CIV::  CIV: And you do not know me at all.
ATO_Ens_Phaser says:
@ :: checks her phaser and walks ahead of the Commander ::
CEO_Lt_L`Koreck says:
CSO: I am from the House of L'Koreth.
FCO_Lt_Williams says:
@::continues to monitor tricorder while walking, looks around for anything unusual, phaser at the ready::
CNS_Cmdr_Bauer says:
@::Turns up the heat a little on his EVA suit:: XO: Shouldn't we be reading more.  Like buildings and such? There was a civilization here wasn't there?
CSO_Ens_Quinnis says:
CIV/CEO: Excuse me.
XO_Taal says:
@CNS: Indeed there was, Counselor.
CEO_Lt_L`Koreck says:
::looks at the CIV:: CIV: You are not new to me though.  I have heard about you.
CSO_Ens_Quinnis says:
CO: Sir, I'm analyzing that frequency now.
ATO_Ens_Phaser says:
@ :: looks back at the doctor :: CMO: Are you reading any signs of bio decay?
CIV_Azanna says:
CEO: Hope it was good, orr bad, depending.
CSO_Ens_Quinnis says:
::heads back to console and begins running scans::
CEO_Lt_L`Koreck says:
CIV: This is the first meeting we have had face to face and I will judge you later.  I have work to do and I must do it.

ACTION: THE VIGILANT DETECTS MULTIPLE SHIPS IN THAT FREQUENCY RANGE.

CNS_Cmdr_Bauer says:
@FCO: Must have been a pretty big nothing to have made a whole city and its people vanish.
CEO_Lt_L`Koreck says:
::returns to her work not happy about having met the CIV::  Self: This one is trouble.
CIV_Azanna says:
::rolls eyes and looks around the Bridge:: CSO: So what happened to you guys?
CSO_Ens_Quinnis says:
CO: Sir, I'm detecting multiple ships on that frequency range.

@ACTION: THE BLIPS ON THE TRICORDERS APPEAR TO BE GETTING CLOSER.

CSO_Ens_Quinnis says:
::turns over to CIV:: You mean you don't know?
CNS_Cmdr_Bauer says:
@::Looks at his feet treading a long in the snow:: FCO: Maybe they are under our feet.  Buried under all this arctic splendor. ::Hint of sarcasm::
CMO_LtJG_Kimura says:
@XO: Nothing. No decay of anykind, except melting snow... ::feels the snow melting in her own boots::
FCO_Lt_Williams says:
@CNS: It would appear that way, if in fact it has disappeared.
CIV_Azanna says:
CSO: I was doing a job in another quadrrrant.
ATO_Ens_Phaser says:
@ :: sighs and wipes the shield of her helmet to clear it ::
CNS_Cmdr_Bauer says:
@FCO: What do you mean?  You think that it might just be cloaked somehow?
CSO_Ens_Quinnis says:
CIV: The Geneva has been destroyed by an unknown cause.
FCO_Lt_Williams says:
@CNS:That does not sound as far fetched as you might think, sir. What if the planet surface is so dense as to be masking everything?

ACTION: SUDDENLY ONE SHIP DISAPPEARS FROM THE SENSORS, BUT APPEARS ON THE VIEWSCREEN. A LIGHT EMITS FROM THE SHIP AND ENGULFS THE SHIP IN BRIGHTNESS.

CIV_Azanna says:
::paw to face:: CSO: Geez kiddo, you'rre kidding me
CNS_Cmdr_Bauer says:
@FCO: At this point anything is possible, huh?
CEO_Lt_L`Koreck says:
::shades eyes::
CEO_Lt_L`Koreck says:
Outloud: Cover your eyes quick.
CO_Shras says:
CSO: Can you hail them?
CSO_Ens_Quinnis says:
::covers eyes::
CSO_Ens_Quinnis says:
CO: Attempting sir.
CEO_Lt_L`Koreck says:
CSO: Is that a possible scan of us.
CSO_Ens_Quinnis says:
::opens hailing frequencies::
ATO_Ens_Phaser says:
@ :: moves out farther and continues to search for any signs of anything ::
CIV_Azanna says:
::slides her sunglasses over her eyes::
FCO_Lt_Williams says:
@CNS: I never discount anything until it is proven to be so, sir. ::continues to monitor tricorder and surrounding area::

ACTION: IT IS NEARLY IMPOSSIBLE TO SEE. IT IS SO BRIGHT, EVEN WITH THEIR EYES CLOSED, THE CREW STILL FEELS OVERWHELMED.

CEO_Lt_L`Koreck says:
Outloud: I can't see even with my eyes closed
CNS_Cmdr_Bauer says:
@FCO: Neither do I. I believe everything until I don't.
CSO_Ens_Quinnis says:
::shouts:: CO: I'm sorry sir, I can't see the controls!
CSO_Ens_Quinnis says:
CO: But the Frequencies are open!

@ACTION: THE AIR FEELS THICKER AND LESS DRY AS THE AWAY TEAM APPROACHES THE BLIPS. THE BLIPS CONTINUE TO GET CLOSER.

CO_Shras says:
Computer: Computer, shut down the viewscreen!
CMO_LtJG_Kimura says:
@ALL: Well at least the atmosphere is getting thicker... That might be a good sign if we're looking for lifesigns.
ATO_Ens_Phaser says:
@ :: stops and looks around :: XO: Commander, we may need the ship to increase the interphasic frequency strength. That might give us more details.
CNS_Cmdr_Bauer says:
@::Checks tricorder readings:: ALL: Humidity is going up.

ACTION: THE COMPUTER TURNS OFF THE VIEWSCREEN, BUT TO THE DISMAY OF THE CREW THE LIGHT IS AROUND THEM.

CSO_Ens_Quinnis says:
Self: What on Andoria?
FCO_Lt_Williams says:
@::sees tricorder readouts indicate air is getting thicker and humidity is rising::CNS: What do you make of this ::show him tricorder readings::
ATO_Ens_Phaser says:
@ :: thinks to herself :: Self: It's like a tropical rain forest reading.

ACTION: THE LIGHT DISSIPATES AND THE CREW IS LEFT TO SHAKE OUT THE COBWEBS.

CIV_Azanna says:
CSO: Okay, maybe I  shoulda left you guys alone.
CEO_Lt_L`Koreck says:
Outloud: Everyone all right?
CSO_Ens_Quinnis says:
::blinks eyes until sight returns::
CSO_Ens_Quinnis says:
CEO: I am alright.
CSO_Ens_Quinnis says:
::turns back to console::
CEO_Lt_L`Koreck says:
CO: Sir you alright?
CNS_Cmdr_Bauer says:
@FCO: Perhaps it means we weren't walking in the wrong direction. Hopefully, it will be some answers.
CIV_Azanna says:
::blinks and makes sure Quinnis is still blue::

ACTION: SENSORS APPEAR TO BE HAYWIRE AS THE CONSOLE IS JUST LIT UP.

CEO_Lt_L`Koreck says:
CSO: What in the blazes was that.  Was that a scan of some kind?
CSO_Ens_Quinnis says:
CIV: Are you alright Ms. Grey?
CSO_Ens_Quinnis says:
CEO: I'm checking now.
CO_Shras says:
CEO: I am is everyone else alright?
CSO_Ens_Quinnis says:
Self: What?
CIV_Azanna says:
CSO: Yeah, yeah. Reminds me of the Obsidian Orrderrr....oh, memorries. ::wipes away a fake tear::
CEO_Lt_L`Koreck says:
::hands flying over her console::
CO_Shras says:
CSO: Do the sensors pick up anything?
CEO_Lt_L`Koreck says:
CO: It appears so sir.  CSO and CIV are alright.
CSO_Ens_Quinnis says:
CO: Sir, our sensors are malfunctioning.  I can't read anything.
FCO_Lt_Williams says:
@CNS: I hope it doesn't mean we are getting closer to something we would rather avoid, sir.
CEO_Lt_L`Koreck says:
CO: I am working on the sensor grid now.
CEO_Lt_L`Koreck says:
::hands continue to move across the board::

@ACTION: THE AWAY TEAM WALK INTO WHAT FEELS LIKE A HEAT BARRIER. THE HEAT IS NOT AFFECTING THE SNOW NEARBY.

ATO_Ens_Phaser says:
@ :; moves forward, her phaser still raised ::
CNS_Cmdr_Bauer says:
@FCO: We do have a way of finding trouble, like Ens. Phaser said. I'm afraid we can't get our answers without the trouble too.
CMO_LtJG_Kimura says:
@ALL: This is weird.... why isn't the snow meltiing?
CEO_Lt_L`Koreck says:
CO: Sir there are some relays that are fried in the sensor grids and ODN conduits.
CNS_Cmdr_Bauer says:
@ALL: Tempurature outside rising. 
XO_Taal says:
@::feels the heat barrier with his hand::
ATO_Ens_Phaser says:
@:: checks her tricorder readings :: All: Hey, the temperature in this area is rising.
FCO_Lt_Williams says:
@Self:What the.......?????::feels temperature rising::
CSO_Ens_Quinnis says:
::double takes on the Sensors:: CO: Sir, now the sensors are reading everything.  It is too much information.
CNS_Cmdr_Bauer says:
@CMO: Shouldn't the snow be melting. It's warm enough, isn't it?
CEO_Lt_L`Koreck says:
CSO: But how are you reading everything??? My boards say sensors are fried.
FCO_Lt_Williams says:
@::looks around:: ALL: Neat trick, not melting the snow that is.
CEO_Lt_L`Koreck says:
CO: Sir something is not right here.
CNS_Cmdr_Bauer says:
@CMO: We should be up to our knee caps in slush.
ATO_Ens_Phaser says:
@All: It must be something to do with these interphasic frequencies.
CO_Shras says:
CEO: I figured that long ago chief, I need to know what and what to do about it
CEO_Lt_L`Koreck says:
CO: First I see that my console reads that the sensors are fried and there were several ODN conduits fried but my teams report that nothing is destroyed.  What gives?
ATO_Ens_Phaser says:
@ :: moves back to the XO's position :: XO: Sir, This is all too strange.

@ACTION: SUDDENLY THE BARRIER EXPANDS ENGULFING THE AWAY TEAM. A STRANGE LIGHT SURROUNDS THEM AND SOON THE LIGHT IS TOO BRIGHT.

CNS_Cmdr_Bauer says:
@SELF: What the.... ::Sheilds his eyes and closes them blinded by the light::
ATO_Ens_Phaser says:
@ :: raises her arm over her eye shield to protect herself :: All: Everyone protect your eyes!
CSO_Ens_Quinnis says:
::runs hands over console with great speed::
CEO_Lt_L`Koreck says:
Self: This is nuts what is going on here.
CMO_LtJG_Kimura says:
@::throws her arms over her eyes, her artificial pupils not handling the brightness very well::
FCO_Lt_Williams says:
@::raises hands to shield eyes::
CO_Shras says:
CEO: Then your console must be defective don't you think?
CSO_Ens_Quinnis says:
CEO: Lieutenant, what's going on here?
XO_Taal says:
@::covers his eyes::
CNS_Cmdr_Bauer says:
@XO: What is this? Who turned up the dimmer switch?
CIV_Azanna says:
::shrugs and takes a sip from her whiskey bottle::
CEO_Lt_L`Koreck says:
CO: Sir I ran the diagnostics just before the surge in illumination and I have just run another one and it reads as everything is fine.  Now what is going on here is new to me.
CSO_Ens_Quinnis says:
::Quinnis notices something from the hall.  It appears to be coming from outside::
ATO_Ens_Phaser says:
@XO: Commander, are you alright?
XO_Taal says:
@CNS: I do not know, Counselor.
CEO_Lt_L`Koreck says:
CSO: Sir I have no explanation for it.  It is unatural.
ATO_Ens_Phaser says:
@ :: reaches out to touch him ::
FCO_Lt_Williams says:
@elf: Aaaarrggghhhh ::groans as the light intesity increases, bends forward to try and minimise pain in eyes::
CSO_Ens_Quinnis says:
::Quinnis gets up and walks over to the window::
CSO_Ens_Quinnis says:
Self: What on Andoria?
ATO_Ens_Phaser says:
@XO: This could be some sort of sensor device sir.
CEO_Lt_L`Koreck says:
::walks over to the window and looks out::
CSO_Ens_Quinnis says:
CO: Sir, you should come see this.
CNS_Cmdr_Bauer says:
@::Trying to keep balanced in the dark. Falls to his knees before he falls down::
CMO_LtJG_Kimura says:
@ALL: Everyone... okay...? ::literally blinded::
CO_Shras says:
:: walks over to the CSO ::
CSO_Ens_Quinnis says:
CO: Look. ::points out of the window::
FCO_Lt_Williams says:
@::lowers visor to reduce glare, pain levels drop off::
CEO_Lt_L`Koreck says:
::looks::

ACTION: ENSIGN QUINNIS LOOKS OUTSIDE TO FIND... EVERYTHING. INSTEAD OF THE VACUUM OF SPACE, HE IS GREETED WITH A PURPLE GEL-LOOKING LIKE SUBSTANCE. IN THE DISTANCE HE SEES MULTIPLE ALIEN LOOKING SHIPS.

ACTION: HE ALSO SEES A FLEET OF BREEN WARSHIPS AND CARDASSIAN WARSHIPS.

ACTION: THE USS ERIDANUS IS ALSO WITHIN RANGE.

@ACTION: AS THE LIGHT DISSIPATES, THE CREW FIND THEMSELVES IN A PURPLE HUED WORLD IN THE MIDST OF A GEL-LIKE SUBSTANCE.

@ACTION: THE AWAY TEAM LOOKS AROUND AND FIND THEMSELVES SURROUNDED BY AN ALIEN RACE THEY HAVE NEVER SEEN BEFORE, WITH EXCEPTION OF COMMANDER TAAL WHO HAS BEEN BLINDED BY THE EXCESSIVE LIGHT.
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